Products for
school and
classroom
lockdown
compliance
Violent incidents on school campuses are increasing at an
alarming rate. Lockdowns are an effective tool that can be used
on school campuses to facilitate the safety of pupils and staff
during violent incidents.
Unfortunately, many of the locks in most school classrooms,
offices, and other rooms where pupils and staff gather can only
be locked from the outside thereby putting staff and pupils in
jeopardy by requiring them to go out into a hallway to lock
doors during a violent incident. Locking mechanisms that allow
the door to be locked from the inside, commonly referred to as
classroom security function locks, have been developed to
quickly lock doors to classrooms, offices, and other rooms from
the inside.
Per state adopted fire codes and laws such as California Law
AB 211 Article 8.5, many schools are required to transition to
classroom security function locks whether it be on existing or
new construction.*
With a wide range of solutions and services that meet this
requirement for your classroom or school, Allegion has what
you need no matter how demanding your project specifications
may be and we stand behind every product we make. Our
commitment to design performance and technology ensures
those you love can stand behind our locks too.
*

Please refer to official state codes an laws for complete and specific requirements.

Allegion brings to you an array of classroom security function options
designed exclusively to provide peace of mind in an emergency situation.
Centralized lockdown option

Mechanical lockdown options

AD -300 and AD-400
networked locks

L Series mortise lock with
180° visual indicator

For areas of your school where increased
monitoring and control are needed, a
networked solution is essential. AD-300
hardwired and AD-400 wireless
networked locks are open architecture
which allows them to integrate with a
variety of Access Control Software
Providers. They also allow for real-time
monitoring and efficient centralized
lockdown.

The Schlage L Series classroom
security indicator provides 180°
visibility of the door status, letting
students and staff know whether
the door is locked or unlocked from
across the room. Message window in
2" wide x 1⁄2" tall and utilizes text,
symbols, and color coding to
indicate status.

Remote lockdown option
CO-220 Standalone classroom
security lock with remote fob
for local lockdown
The CO-220 provides the peace of mind
of knowing that you are ready to respond
in seconds. The remote fob can be worn
conveniently around the neck or wrist so
that it is immediately accessible by
teachers and staff members. Lockdown
can be initiated for up to 10 doors in
range by pressing the button on the fob.
When the button on the remote fob is
pressed, the visual indicator on the
interior of the lock illuminates, providing
verification that the door is secured.

Note: Kits are available to convert an
existing L Series classroom function lock
to classroom security function.

ND Series cylindrical lock
with indicator rose
Standard on the ND Series
classroom security lock, the ND
indicator rose provides at-a-glance
instructions for re-locking the door
(in panic situations, it is east to forget
whether key rotates clockwise or
counterclockwise to lock the door).
Note: Kits are available to convert
an existing ND Series classroom
function lock to either a classroom
security function or corridor function
as required by code.
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